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Abstract 

 

This study is aimed at studying the specifics of perceptions of “good life” in teenagers at risk of 

forming deviant behaviour. The pilot study involved 40 teenagers aged 12-16 who systematically 

violate social norms and rules and are under intra-school control as a group at risk of forming 

various forms of deviant behaviour. The control group, performing a representative sample (sex, 

age, family composition, material wealth, neighbourhood of residence) included 40 teenagers with 

social and normative behaviour studying at the same comprehensive school. The results of this 

study show that meaningful ideas about “good life” in teenagers at risk of forming deviant 

behaviour and teenagers of the conditional norm have significant differences. There found 

statistically reliable differences according to following criteria “friends”, “family”, “freedom”, 

“entertainment”, “power”, “health”, “love”, “education”. The studies of teenager assumptions 

about “good life” allow defining the attributes of wellbeing of teenagers with deviant behaviour. 

As the main attribute of “good life” for teenagers with deviant behaviour, material prosperity 

(financial success) is found. The differences in assumptions of “good life” between teenagers with 

positive socialization and teenagers with deviant behaviour consist of basic believes about 

subjective welfare that is a purpose for different methods of upbringing. The results of studies can 

be applied in practical work with children of “risk groups” having socialization problems. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of forming deviating behaviour in adolescence is extremely significant for 

teaching practice. Without understanding the risk factors of deviation formation, it is virtually 

impossible to organize effective psychological and pedagogical support of a growing person in 

complicated conditions of social development. Adolescence is a sensitive period for testing pro-

social or asocial behaviours (Belobrykina & Limonchenko, 2017; Bayanova & Minyaev, 2018; 

Koshenova, 2019). In the research of Rezazadeh and Bayanova it is shown that “stable behavioural 

reactions of a person to norms act by way of normativity as property of his personality” 

(Rezazadeh & Bayanova, 2017, p. 11), and a teenager due to age tasks, chooses a “system of 

coordinate” of his further development, chooses vital reference points, determining and personal 

concept of the norm. The results of this study revealed that teenagers inclined to deviant behaviour 

have a specific view of “good life”, the differentiating sign of which in their view is entertainment; 

Material wealth giving an opportunity to feel superiority over others; Freedom, understood as a 

lack of obligations. Along with the devaluation of the emotional component of life, they are 

characterized by a conscious rejection of cultural congruence and the choice of a criminal system 

of coordinate for self-realization. The revealed peculiarities of perceptions of “good life” in 

teenagers group at risk provide an opportunity to individualize and optimize the psycho-correction 

work of the school psychologist and social teacher in regard to deviant teenagers. 

   

2. Problem Statement 

The key questions of deviantology are the dilemma of choosing sense-life reference points, the 

ability to design and represent future, including the formation of a way of a good and happy life. 

The term “good life” in scientific thesaurus still lacks an exact definition. An analysis of the works 

of Inglehart (1997), Ryan and Deci (2000), Easterlin (2006), Diener and Ryan (2009), Seligman (2011), 

and other researchers, shows that the issue of perceptions of “good life” in American psychology is 

mostly viewed not as independent, but only in terms of the concepts of “happiness” and “subjective well-

being”. In Russian psychology, Djidaryan (2013), Karapetyan (2014) and a number of other researchers 

propose to distinguish between activity, demand, value and normative approaches to determine the 

phenomenon of subjective quality of life. Shamionov (2008) considers subjective well-being as a concept 

expressing his own attitude to his personality, life and processes, which are important to him in terms of 

learned normative ideas about the internal context, and characterized by a sense of satisfaction. 

Nevertheless, despite the sufficient development in psychology of the category “subjective well-

being”, the concept of “good life” up to present time remains content-free and often occurs in a formally 

generalized interpretation, without clear operationalization of its components. At the same time, the 

importance of social and psychological research in the field of understanding the phenomenology of good 

life and its moral, ethical, economic and other components is extremely important in determining both the 

life perspectives of the younger generation and in designing various spheres of social development. 
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3. Research Questions 

Psychological science presents a sufficient number of studies of the categories “happiness”, 

“subjective well-being”, most often presented by the subject in social reality in the concept of 

“good life”.  At the same time, empirical studies of perceptions of “good life” determining the 

vector of destructive self-realization in teenagers at-risk are not actually presented. 

Teenagers at-risk are teenagers whose development features can create an increased risk of 

deviating behaviour (Belobrykina & Limonchenko, 2019; Bordovsky, Kazakova, & 

Gorokhovatskaya, 2001). The results of this study revealed that teenagers inclined to deviant 

behaviour have a specific view of “good life”, the differentiating sign of which in their view is 

entertainment; Material wealth giving an opportunity to feel superiority over others; Freedom, 

understood as a lack of obligations. Along with the devaluation of the emotional component of 

life, they are characterized by a conscious rejection of cultural congruence and the choice of a 

criminal system of coordinate for self-realization. The revealed peculiarities of perceptions of 

“good life” in teenagers group at risk provide an opportunity to individualize and optimize the 

psycho-correction work of the school psychologist and social teacher in regard to deviant 

teenagers. 

 

4. Purpose of the Study 

We find it extremely important to study the idea of good life in teenagers at risk of forming 

deviant behavior, as it is these ideas, in our view, that play a key role in choosing the option of self-

realization of the individual during the period of becoming an attractive life strategy. 

  

5. Research Methods 

The value orientations and life perspectives of teenagers at-risk also have their own specifics 

(Feldstein, 2008; Koshenova, 2016; Schneider, 2015; Belobrykina & Limonchenko, 2017), but even if in 

form they are identical to the values and probabilistic plans characteristic of teenagers with socially 

acceptable behaviour, in meaningful content they will probably be fundamentally different, which will 

naturally affect the system of their perceptions of good life. This determined the direction of our empirical 

research, which has a pilot nature, involving 80 students of comprehensive school. Of these, 40 

respondents are teenagers of under control group at risk of forming deviant behaviour and 40 are 

teenagers of the conditional norm of behaviour. The range of age limits of the subjects was 12-16 years 

old. 

Due to the lack of diagnostic tools on the subject under study, research procedures developed by us 

in the framework of the ideographic approach and modified from among the available techniques were 

used: 

1. The author’s modification of the “Unfinished Sentences” technique, including 9 unfinished 

sentences (e.g. Good life is...; I want to live well because...; For life to be good, it’s necessary...; etc.). 

The analysis of empirical data was carried out in two directions: quantitative and qualitative. 

Quantitative analysis allows determining the proportion of individual values in the understanding of the 
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category “good life” and the average for each group of subjects. Qualitative analysis allows determining 

the content of the concept by indicators differentiated based on the application of a content-analytical 

approach. 

2. The author’s technique “Arranging” aimed at identifying and arranging the valuable 

components of “good life”. 

Respondents are invited to choose from the general list the important, in their opinion, components 

of “good life” and then arrange them according to the degree of subjective significance. The starting 

“valuable components” are 26 reference words-concepts (for example, Freedom, Power, Money, Family, 

Work, Happiness, etc.). It is allowed to include in the given list your own variants of answers, the number 

of which is not limited. 

3. Mini-essay on “A good life for me is....”. The technique is aimed at identifying meaningful 

components of the category “good life”. 

   

6. Findings 

The accuracy of the differences was assessed using the Mann-Whitney’s U-criterion. The results, 

the significance of which did not exceed the level of 0.05%, were recognized as reliable. The graphical 

representation of the data obtained in the research is shown in Fig. 1-4. 

According to the data of the technique “Unfinished sentences” (Figure 1), there is the frequency 

prevalence of the material component among teenagers of the group at risk in the ideas of “good life”, 

while among teenagers with socially acceptable behavior the social and valuable components are 

dominant. However, significant differences between these two groups of subjects were detected only by 

the criteria of “social component” (Uemp = 465.00 at p = 0.004) and “value component” (Uemp = 527.500 

at p = 0.023) and were not detected by the criteria of “material component”. 

 

 

Figure 01. Diagram of the distribution of the percentage of components of “good life” in the presentation 

of subjects according to the data of the “Unfinished sentences” technique 

 
The results obtained according to the technique “Arranging” (Fig. 2, 3) indicate the existing 

differences in the structure and content of the value orientations of the two groups of subjects. To analyze 

the data, the structure of the rank profile of the value components of “good life” included the categories 

that gained the largest number of choice in each group of respondents. 
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Figure 02. Diagram of the distribution of the percentage of expression of important components of “good 

life” in the test group at risk of deviant behaviour 

 

 

Figure 03. Diagram of the distribution of the percentage of expression of important components of “good 

life” among teenagers with social and normative behaviour of the subjects  

 

Fig. 2 and 3 show that how that mercantile (money) and hedonistic (entertainment) orientations 

predominate in the structure of the value bases of good life among teenagers at risk of deviant behaviour, 

whereas among teenagers with conditionally normative behaviour the most important are microsocial 

(family) and gnostic (education) orientations.  

Statistically significant differences in the comparison of subject according to the “Arranging” 

technique  are recorded by such value components of good life as “friends” (Uemp = 311,000 at p = 

0.000), “family” (Uemp = 162,000 at p = 0.000), “freedom” (Uemp = 342,000 at p = 0.000), 

“entertainment” (Uemp = 298,000 at p = 0.000), “power” (Uemp = 401,000 at p = 0.000), “health” (Uemp = 

251,000 at p = 0.000), “love” (Uemp = 273,000 at p = 0.000) and “education” (Uemp = 149,000 at p = 

0.000). The indicator “money” is equally significant for teenagers of both groups (statistically significant 

differences are not revealed). 

A rather disturbing indicator  which shows serious gaps in the modern system of education 

implemented by the institutions of primary socialization (family, kindergarten, school), in our opinion, is 

the fact that the categories “culture”, “morality” were not included in the list of value  orientations of 

good life in both groups of subjects. It is also noteworthy that the lack of choice of categories “well-being 

of surrounding people”, “work”, “favourite business” by teenagers with normative behaviour, is not 

consistent with the data on the method “Unfinished sentences”. It can be assumed that due to the 
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reposting of the technique in the Internet and its frequent usage in educational institutions, subjects with 

social and normative behaviour could demonstrate a tendency to position socially desirable answers. 

 The analysis of the data obtained from the mini-essay “A good life for me is...” (Fig. 4), showed 

that the conceptual category of “good life” by subjects of the group at risk (60%) and subjects with 

normative behaviour (55%) is in most cases represented by a formalized description, which is reduced to 

a trivial enumeration of the intended set of its attributes. A relatively detailed definition of the concept is 

presented in only 15% of cases among teenagers of the group at risk and 10% among teenagers with a 

conditional norm of behaviour. In the rest cases, there is no meaningful description of the concept. 

Almost identical situation is observed by the criterion “argument of component composition” of the 

investigated category: component composition is not argued in 30% of cases among teenagers of the 

group at risk and in 15% - among teenagers with socially acceptable behaviour; fragmented reasoning of 

the identified components is revealed in 50% of teenagers of the group at risk of deviant behaviour and 

60% in subjects with socially conditional norm of behaviour. In the rest cases (group at risk - 20%; 

socially acceptable behaviour - 25%) recorded the presence of specificity of the component composition 

and its compliance with the content of the designated concept. The obtained distribution of data suggests 

that the perceptions of teenagers in both groups about good life are superficial and not objective. 

 

 

Figure 04. Diagram of the distribution of the percentage of responses of the subjects from the analysis of 

the mini-essay 

 
The analysis of the obtained data revealed the specificity of perceptions of good life among 

teenagers of the group at risk of deviant behaviour formation. On the one hand, the assessment of the 

validity of the differences in the technique “Unfinished sentences” suggests that the material component, 

including financial independence, success and power, is equally significant in the structure of the 

category “good life” for teenagers of our empirical sample, regardless of the presence of the risk of 

deviant behaviour. On the other hand, qualitative analysis of the data has shown that although both groups 

of teenagers indicate the material component for granted, the teenagers of the group at risk do not indicate 

how this goal can be achieved in detail (except in illegal ways, for example, “it must be stolen”). The 

semantic load of the answers of teenagers with social and normative behaviour, on the contrary, differs by 

the designation of specific conditions - good work, which would contribute to obtaining good wages; the 

need to work conscientiously to achieve the goal of a good life. 
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It is important to note that among teenagers of the group at risk  the “value” component, unlike 

among teenagers with socially acceptable behaviour, dominates material values (“when there is a lot of 

money”, “to have a cool car”, “it is money and power”), hedonistic orientation (“to enjoy”, “this life is 

better and cooler than others have”) and self-centric setting (“nothing can be denied to yourself”, for the 

sake of your own wishes you can go too far”). Despite the fact that teenagers with social and normative 

behaviour have the value of their own well-being (“I want to live better than others”, “I aspire to a good 

life”), the qualitative difference is that they note the importance and well-being of the people around 

them, thus demonstrating not only the focus on themselves, but also the orientation on others (“...my 

well-being, happiness of relatives”, “good life cannot be without happiness of myself and people around 

me”), indicating the importance of working life for achieving good life. 

Analysis of the content by the criterion “social component of good life” in teenagers at risk group 

showed the importance of “having loyal friends” able to provide all kinds of support, as well as the 

prevalence of the importance of respect and recognition by others (“…When everyone respects me…”, 

“to be known, respected, to be known”), which, however, do not imply reciprocity - identical on the part 

of a teenager to others, and are positioned without indicating the means and ways of achievement. 

For teenagers with social and normative behaviour, the content of the social determinant of good 

life is expressed, first of all, in the importance of mutual respect with others, with peers (“…when you are 

respected and you respect”), good relations in the family (“…when you do not fight with your mother”, 

“relations in the family and with parents are important”), the presence of true friends and comrades. 

Qualitative differences are also recorded by the indicator of the moral component of good life. It 

has been found that most responses of teenagers of the group at risk do not imply the significance of 

moral principles and do not reflect the true moral content (“it is necessary to be persistent, brazen in 

achieving the goals”, “it is necessary to receive everything by any means”). Teenagers with socially 

acceptable behaviour are characterized by reliance on moral norms in perceptions of a good life 

(“…cannot be without adequate behaviour in society”; “cannot be without freedom within the frames”, 

“…pure conscience”). 

The analysis of the expression of the psychological component of good life showed insufficient 

relevance of this component for teenagers of the group at risk of deviant behaviour. For teenagers with 

socially normative behaviour prevails positive emotional states, experiences (“…when nothing worries”, 

“… it suggests a positive mood”, “…good fortune”, “… it cannot be without love”) - both their own and 

other people’s. 

Qualitative analysis of empirical data obtained by the “Arranging” technique has revealed very 

informative facts. It has been established that the category of freedom is understood by teenagers of a 

group at risk to be predominantly permissive, the absence of a regulatory framework that may in any way 

limit the activities, behaviour or means of realizing their current and potential needs. Teenagers with a 

conditional norm of behaviour understand that freedom has certain limits in permissiveness and implies a 

measure of responsibility for any “free” choice. 

It has been revealed that for teenagers of both groups the most important components for good life 

were “money, success”. However, teenagers with socially acceptable behaviour noted more often the 

importance of financial wealth as the result of work (“to be able to provide for themselves and their loved 
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ones”, “to find a good job and to afford a lot”). Teenagers of a group at risk by advantage indicated 

money simply as a component, without indicating the ways of achieving them (for example, “money, 

friends are near...”, “…a lot of money”). These results are generally consistent with the “Unfinished 

sentences” technique. 

No less important component of good life in two groups of subjects “family” was marked and for 

teenagers with social and normative behaviour it is significant not just the presence of a family, but the 

well-being of it and all relatives (“…when I am happy and my family is too”, “…the well-being of my 

family”, “…my family and friends are in a good condition”). 

The importance of the component “true friends” is also recorded in both groups of teenagers, but 

in the group at risk of deviant behaviour this category is more often marked by criminal argo words 

(“…my bros are near”, “to spend time with my bros”). 

An important component of “good life” for teenagers are “education, study, self-development”, 

moreover among teenagers with social and normative behaviour this component (“…good education and 

then good work”, “have finished studying to get prestigious work”) is more than twice as high as among 

teenagers of a group at risk, whose position was also stable (“…to finish school well”). 

“Life is better than others” was also considered important by teenagers of both groups, but in 

different volume and with different sense emphasis. For example, teenagers at-risk are more characterized 

by the formal designation that they want to live better than most (“when everything is good for me”, “life 

is better than those around me”). Teenagers with social and standard behaviour noted that for good life it 

is necessary to work, work much (“good work and the status”, “…what it is necessary to aspire to not to 

live as many”). 

“Free time, hobby” also entered the category of significant components of good life, but proved to 

be more significant for the group at risk. The meaning context of this component for teenagers with social 

and normative behaviour is characterized by the description of their favourite activities (“reading books”, 

“programming”, “modelling”, “playing sports”, “doing their favourite business”), while teenagers of the 

group at risk more designated their free time as freedom from duties, tasks, norms and rules. 

“Love” was treated more significant for good life by teenagers with pro-social behaviour whereas 

a component “freedom, independence” meets twice more often at teenagers of group at risk who treat it as 

independence in actions, deeds, freedom from parents’ “moralizing”. For teenagers of social norm, 

freedom and independence mean, first of all, something necessary for the development and realization of 

the right of choice, having the limits of permissiveness. 

In general, the analysis of data of mini-assays showed that for teenagers at risk of deviant 

behaviour, “money”, “success”, “true friends”, “free time” and “independence” are the highest priorities 

for good life. Teenagers with normative behaviour consider “family”, “education”, “self-development” 

and “love” as the most important ones. 

   

7. Conclusion 

Thus, it is possible to note that at the level of a pilot research qualitative and statistical differences 

in structure and content of ideas of “good life” at teenagers at risk in comparison with the teenagers who 

are characterized by social and normative behaviour are revealed.  
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1. Understanding by teenagers at risk of forming of deviant behaviour of category «good life» is 

characterized by dominance of the material and hedonistic components, orientation to the power and 

superiority over people around, to freedom and independence which are expressed in denial of norms and 

rules.  

2. The received results have theoretical and applied relevance as they allow planning perspectives 

of further researches.  

3. The revealed features of ideas of good life at teenagers at risk give the chance to individualize 

and optimize psycho-correctional work of the school psychologist and social teacher concerning deviant 

teenagers. 
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